
 

 

 

                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                                                                        

                           
             
 

 
 

Current Report No. 42/2011                                                         Wysogotowo, June 27th 2011 

 

Subject: Execution of preliminary agreement for sale of Rafako shares  

 

 

The Management Board of PBG S.A. (the "Issuer") hereby reports that on June 27th 2011 the 

Issuer and Elektrim Spółka Akcyjna of Warsaw ("Elektrim") executed a preliminary share sale 

agreement (the "Agreement") whereby: 

1) the Issuer undertook to acquire (directly or indirectly through the Issuer's subsidiary PBG 

Invest 1 Sarl of Luxembourg ("PBG Invest 1") – at the Issuer's discretion) 100% of the shares 

in a limited liability company of Cyprus (the "Acquired Shares" and "SPV1" respectively) 

which as at the date of execution of the final agreement (the "Closing Date") will hold 

34,800,001 shares in Rafako Spółka Akcyjna of Racibórz ("Rafako"), representing 50% of 

the share capital plus 1 share and the same proportion of the total vote in Rafako 

("Rafako Shares"); 

2) Elektrim undertook that on the Closing Date a limited liability company of Cyprus (its 

direct subsidiary) ("SPV2") would execute with PBG or PBG Invest 1, as the case may be, 

the final agreement under which it would sell the Acquired Shares to the Issuer or PBG 

Invest 1. 

The Parties further agreed that, in performance of the Agreement, as at the Closing Date 

SPV1 would hold Rafako Shares comprising:  

1) 34,746,440 shares in Rafako, representing 49.92% of its share capital, which as at the 

date of the Agreement were held by Elektrim, and 

2) 53.561 shares in Rafako, representing 0.077% of its share capital, which would be 

acquired by Elektrim or its subsidiary. 
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Pursuant to the Agreement, the total consideration (the "Acquisition Price") to be paid for 

the Acquired Shares will amount to: (i) PLN 540,000,000.00 (five hundred and forty million 

złoty); plus (ii) the equivalent of the acquisition price of 53,561 shares in Rafako, referred to 

in Section 2 above, which however will not exceed PLN 840,000 (eight hundred and forty 

thousand złoty). 

The Acquisition Price will be payable within 14 days of the date on which the buyer makes 

a representation whether the Acquisition Price will be reduced in connection with the 

received due diligence report, as described below. 

The Acquisition Price may be lowered on the basis of the due diligence of Rafako and 

SPV1. If any material circumstances negatively affecting the value of Rafako are identified 

(as detailed in the Agreement), i.e. a decrease in the value of Rafako's assets or an 

increase in the value of Rafako's liabilities relative to the information disclosed in the 

company's financial statements for 2010, or if any material circumstances negatively 

affecting SPV1 are identified, the Acquisition Price may reduced by the equivalent of: 

mandatory provisions for Rafako's liabilities arising out of the above-mentioned material 

negative circumstances which Rafako did not create despite being obliged to do so, or 

the material negative circumstances affecting SPV1. 

The closing of the transaction, including in particular the conclusion of the final agreement, 

is subject to the fulfilment of the following conditions precedent: 

1) Changes to the Elektrim group are made, as specified in the Agreement, which are 

necessary to execute the transaction, including in particular the acquisition of Rafako 

Shares by SPV1; 

2) PBG obtains concentration clearance from the President of the Polish Office of 

Competition and Consumer Protection or the deadline for issuing a relevant decision by 

the President of the Polish Office of Competition and Consumer Protection lapses; 

3) Elektrim submits: (i) an excerpt from the relevant register in which SPV1 is entered, as 

well as a copy of the currently binding text of SPV1's articles of association, (ii) a deposit 

certificate in the name of the holder evidencing that the Rafako Shares are registered 

in SPV1's securities account and are free from any encumbrances and rights of third 
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parties, (iii) a representation to the effect that the Rafako Shares to which the 

transaction relates and the Acquired Shares are free from any encumbrances, as well 

as a representation confirming that they are not pledged, (iv) a certificate evidencing 

SPV1's right to participate in the general shareholders meeting with the voting rights 

incorporated in all of the Rafako Shares held, (v) a confirmation that all of the 

representations and warranties made are true and complete as at the Closing Date; 

4)  A new member of the Rafako management board, nominated by PBG, is appointed; 

5) Within a week of having been notified of obtaining the clearance from the President of 

the Polish Office of Competition and Consumer Protection, Elektrim arranges for 

convening Rafako's general shareholders meeting with the agenda including at least 

an item concerning changes in the composition of the supervisory board, and SPV1 

takes all steps necessary for it to participate in the general shareholders meeting; 

6) PBG submits a certificate issued by a financial institution evidencing that PBG has 

secured the financing necessary to pay the Acquisition Price. 

The Parties agreed that the final share sale agreement would be signed within three weeks 

of obtaining the clearance from the President of the Polish Office of Competition and 

Consumer Protection. 

The Agreement provides for contractual penalties applicable if Elektrim or its subsidiary on 

the one hand, or PBG or its subsidiary on the other hand, fails to proceed to close the 

transaction (in particular, fails to execute the final share sale agreement), despite the fact 

that all the conditions precedent provided for in the Agreement are fulfilled. The amount of 

the penalty is PLN 100,000,000 (one hundred million złoty), payable by Elektrim or PBG, as 

the case may be. The Parties are entitled to seek compensation in excess of the 

contractual penalty amount.  

The Agreement includes the Issuer's and Elektrim's representations and warranties, including 

representations and warranties concerning SPV1 and Rafako. The Agreement contains 

provisions concerning liability for breach of the representations and warranties.  
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The transaction described above follows from the PBG Group's strategy to expand its 

operations on the market of power construction projects. 

 

Legal basis:  

Art. 56.1.1 of the Public Offering Act – inside information 

 

On behalf of PBG S.A.: 

Magdalena Eckert-Boruta 

 


